Fiction Conant – Bride and Groom (2004)
The future looks promising for Holly Winter. Her regular
column in Dog's Life magazine is going strong. Her
successful new dog-treat cookbook - 101 Ways to Cook
Liver - has canine-lovers (and her own Alaskan malamutes)
panting in anticipation. And she's about to marry Steve
Delaney, her handsome veterinarian (and a Best of Breed
himself). More the pity that murder is spoiling the mood.
And Holly can't help but take it personally...
Fiction Robinson – The Dog Club Park (2010)
Max Bravo, a wise-cracking gay opera singer, and his best
friend, advertising whiz Claudia Fantini, enjoy hanging out
with their fellow dog friends at the local Berkeley,
California, dog park. But when one of their friends--pregnant
Amy Carter--disappears, Max and his visiting German
boyfriend stake out Amy's house because they suspect her
husband has killed her.
Fiction Rosenfelt – Dog Tags (2010)
Dog-loving lawyer Andy Carpenter plunges into a high
profile murder case in which a rogue German shepherd
police dog may be the only hope for its owner, an Iraq war
vet and former-cop-turned-thief accused of murder.
Fiction Parkhurst – The Dogs of Babel (2003)
Paul Iverson's life changes in an instant. He returns home
one day to find that his wife, Lexy, has died under strange
circumstances. The only witness was their dog, Lorelei,
whose anguished barking brought help to the scene - but too
late. In the days and weeks that follow, Paul begins to notice
strange "clues" in their home: books rearranged on their
shelves, a mysterious phone call, and other suggestions that
nothing about Lexy's last afternoon was quite what it
seemed. Reeling from grief, Paul is determined to decipher
this evidence and unlock the mystery of her death. But he
can't do it alone; he needs Lorelei's help. A linguist by
training, Paul embarks on an impossible endeavor: a series
of experiments designed to teach Lorelei to communicate
what she knows.

Fiction Clement – Duplicity Dogged the Dachshund
(2007)
Everybody who loves dachshunds knows about their
adventurous streak. So when Mame, the elderly dachshund
in Dixie Hemingway's care, gets away from her to
investigate a mound of mulch, Dixie isn't surprised. What
the dachshund digs up, however, is not only a surprise but a
trigger for a whole new pile of jolting events that puts Dixie
at the center of a hunt for a psychopathic killer--someone
who fears Dixie saw him leaving the scene of a brutal
murder. In the lovely seaside community of Sarasota,
Florida, another desperate chase to collar a criminal is about
to begin…
PB Mys H – The End of the Road (2010)
Drifter John Walker has no friends, but he's so engaging that
Maxie invites him over for dinner. The next day he moves
on-and is later found dead in his motel room. What looks
like a simple suicide quickly grows more complicated when
police discover that Walker was living under an assumed
identity. Maxie tries to fathom why he would choose to end
his life where the U.S. highway system ends-and where
Maxie just might meet a dead end of her own.
Fiction Quinn – To Fetch a Thief (2010)
When the elephant star of a traveling circus goes missing
along with her trainer, canine detective Chet and his human
partner, Bernie Little, follow the missing elephant's scent out
into the desert, where some dangerous people would prefer
that Chet and Bernie disappear.
Fiction Conant – Gaits of Heaven (2006)
Praised for its eccentric and quirky characters Susan
Conant's hilarious series now finds dedicated dog trainer
Holly Winter following the tracks of an odd breed of pup to
an even stranger breed of human- when she's enlisted to rein
in a dysfunctional New Age couple's over-spirited Aussie
huskapoo. But when the wife succumbs to an accidental
overdose of mixed meds, Holly becomes embroiled in the
family's dirty little secrets, especially when the victim's
daughter convinces Holly that it was murder.

Fiction Benjamin – The Hard Way (2006)
When wealthy business owner Eleanor Redstone approaches
Rachel to ask if she can investigate her father's murder—a
brutal slaying that occurred when he was pushed onto the
subway tracks—Rachel takes the case, plunging herself into
parts of the city only its poorest residents have ever known.
Because to solve Gardner Redstone's murder, Rachel must
disguise herself as a homeless woman and live on the streets,
searching for the dispossessed man witnesses say made the
fatal push.
Fiction Benjamin – A Hell of a Dog (1998)
Before Rachel Alexander became a private eye, she trained
dogs. So she isn't surprised when she is invited to attend a
dog training symposium. But she "is" surprised at the rivalry
between trainers--one of whom proves to have a bite far
more deadly than anyone expected.
Fiction Berenson – Hounded to Death (2007)
As the dog days of summer turn to the playful nip of
autumn's chill, Melanie Travis is ready for a little relaxation.
Her Aunt Peg has the perfect solution - a five-day
symposium for dog show judges in Pennsylvania's idyllic
Pocono Mountains. While Peg and Melanie's sister-in-law
Bertie welcome the opportunity to socialize with the dog
world's elite, the very pregnant Melanie embraces the chance
to simply unwind. But when renowned judge Charles Evans
delivers a keynote address that irritates many of the
attendees, the symposium's agenda takes a deadly turn.
Fiction Viguie – I Shall Not Want: The Psalm 23
Mysteries (2010)
Church secretary Cindy Preston and rabbi Jeremiah team up
again to discover who is killing homeless people and
stealing the rescue dogs provided to them by Cindy's church.
Fiction Rosenfelt – New Tricks (2009)
Edgar-award nominated author David Rosenfelt's hilarious
hero, Andy Carpenter, plunges into a high-profile murder
case in which a Bernese puppy and his golden retriever play
instrumental roles.

Fiction Stacey – No Going Back (2010)
When two young sisters run away, ex-police dog handler
Daniel Whelan and his German shepherd, Taz, are called
into action. A desperate search of the wintry Dartmoor
quickly turns up one of the girls, but she seems terrified to
have been found and now Daniel wonders what the girls had
really been running from.

Fiction Berenson – Underdog (2007)
It's not easy being the underdog, but what Melanie and her
five-month-old pup lack in experience, they make up in
enthusiasm. Melanie signs up for a breed-handling class at
Connecticut's classiest obedience school...only to have her
education cut short by sudden death. Melanie -- with her
unerring nose for detection -- smells murder.

Fiction Brown – A Nose for Justice (2010)
On Jeep Reed's Wings Ranch near Reno, Jeep, her greatniece, former Wall Street banker Magdalene "Mags" Rogers,
and their two dogs King and Baxter investigate a pump
company employee's disappearance, along with an
environmentalist's shooting "suicide" and the identity of a
really cold corpse.
Fiction Woods – Orchid Blues (2001)
When Holly’s wedding festivities are shattered by a brutal
robbery, she vows to find the culprits. With nothing to go on
but the inexplicable killing of an innocent bystander, Holly
discovers evidence that leads her into the midst of a clan
whose members are as mysterious as they are zealous.
Holly’s father, Ham, a retired army master sergeant, is her
ticket into their strange world. What he finds there boggles
the mind and sucks them all—Holly, Ham, and her
doberman Daisy—into a whirlpool of crazed criminality
from which even the FBI can’t save them.…
Fiction Alwyn – Scent of Murder (2001)
Brenna Scott is the founder of a volunteer search team in
Sacramento, California, a group of people with their
specially trained dogs ready when needed. When a series of
children go missing, however, the team is pitted against an
especially clever and deeply evil opponent.
Brenna is horrified when the kidnapper makes contact with
her via email. As the disturbing game escalates in intensity,
children continue to disappear, and the search dogs keep
their noses to the ground. Everyone hopes the canine crime
fighters will turn up a clue before it's too late. These
amazing animals proceed with loyalty and dedication and
their training and talents prove instrumental in solving these
horrendous crimes.
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